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On Tuesday, Feb. 5, hundreds of
people living in Winona, including
many Winona State University students,
flocked to Winona Senior High, Winona
Middle School and Minnesota Southeast
Technical College to participate in the
Republican and Democratic caucuses.
The Republican caucus was held
at Winona Middle School and had a
turnout of about 300 people. Most of the
participants were college students.
Through an informal straw poll, John
McCain won with 85 votes, Ron Paul
came in second with 76, and Mike
Huckabee was close behind with 75
votes. Mitt Romney came in fourth place
with 62 votes and Alan Keyes received
Photos by Fred Schulze WINONAN
one vote.

State Rep. Randy Demmer speaks as Dr. Brian Davis and Sen. Dick Day look on at a
Republican forum held Feb. 7 at Kryzsko Commons. ABOVE: Al Franken addresses
the audience as Jack Nelson-Pallmeyer and Mike Ciresi wait for their chance to
speak in a Democratic debate held Feb. 2 at Somsen Auditorium.

Phone: (507) 457-5119

See CAUCUS, page 3
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Assessment day perks not limited to day off
Students can receive money, early registration and portfolio boosters
Claudia Cappiello
WINONAN
Assessment Day wasn't just
another day off for the students
of Winona State University, it
was a day to test how Winona
State students rank against students across the nation in university studies examinations.
Susan Hatfield, assessment
coordinator for Winona State,
worked over the past year with
Student Directors Marcia Benish and Kristina Murphy to organize this annual event.
This year, Assessment Day
fell on Tuesday, Feb. 12.
All classes that met before
3:30 p.m. were cancelled, ex-

cept for labs and classes that
meet once per week.
All students who have completed between 45-70 credits were encouraged to take
the University Studies Exam,
which was approximated to last
an hour and a half, according to
Hatfield.
The University Studies Exam
is made up of five different
test modules: reading, writing, math, science and critical
thinking. Students took two of
the tests and the type was chosen at random.
In addition to the University
Studies Exam, which tested
sophomores and low-credit juniors, an exam in writing and

critical thinking was offered for
seniors with over 110 credits.
Students may want to include
the score in their portfolio.
"It is like a class rank," Hatfield said, "being able to say
you are better than 75 percent
of the students across the nation is a big deal."
The incentives for taking the
University Studies Exams included door prizes and early
registration on a special "advantage" day, where test takers
will be able to register earlier
than the students who chose not
to take the test.
See TEST, Page 4
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Winona State encourage students to take assessments
tests, with incentives like early registration and cash.

Environmental Club participates in energy challenge
Rachel Smith
WINONAN
This month, Winona State's
Environmental Club is participating in the first national
campus energy challenge in an
effort to reduce campus energy
use.
The challenge is a competition between 100 other campuses—state universities, private universities, colleges and
high schools. It is part of the
Student Sierra Club Coalition,
an organization dedicated to
promoting energy conservation
solutions and protecting the environment.
Judges will look at the campus' average energy usage from
the past three years to compare
to the energy usage from the
month of February. Environmental Club is working with
the utilities plant on Huff Street
to calculate energy use on campus.
The results will be sent to the
Sierra Coalition, who will determine national and regional
winners based on the schools
with the highest percent reduction. The prize will not be
monetary but rather recognition
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of the school's success online.
To create awareness about
February's campaign, environmental club members have
had movie nights that promote
smart energy use and have visited the campus dormitories
to talk to students how simple
lifestyle changes can make a
difference in the effort to save
energy.
"I think it's hard for people
to feel like they are making a
difference. We have 8,000
people and if we all did a little
bit, it adds up," Environmental
Club member Mallory Mlynarek said.
Environmental club members offered suggestions to
students including turn off laptops when they are not in use,
washing clothes less often and
using cold water and taking the
stairs rather than the elevator to
classes or dorm rooms.
"The goal is to show students
how they can integrate conservation into their daily life," club
member Callie Runestad said.
Runestad hopes that Winona
State's effort this month will allow the university to be a leader in the energy conservation
movement.
"Students aren't thinking

about how much this will affect
them in the future," Runestad
said.
Club member Aaron Heftly
said that part of the problem
with motivating action is students' busy schedules.
"When you actually sit down
and talk to students they really
are enthusiastic about the environment. Being busy is part
of the problem," said Hefty, a

senior ecology major.
Juliana Williams, the Midwest regional campus organizer for the Student Sierra Club
Coalition hopes that the energy
conservation project will promote additional environment
initiatives and lead to changes
in campus policies such as a
lecture during first year students' orientation that stresses
ways to conserve energy.

"The national conservation of
energy challenge is one part in
many in the fostering of a campus culture to reduce energy
consumption," Williams said.
Contact
Rachel
at
RDSmith5697@winona.edu

It's all in the

Knock, Knock!! It's Erberts and Gerberts at the door. And we're
brining as many subs or clubs that you want, 1..,71..,141. You name
it, we deliver it - even late. Consider it a labor of love! Erberts &
Gerberts. Delivering Delicious to your door, desk, or dorm room.

Drbertaaerbert'ge
SUBS

CLUBS

Always in great taste.
105 W. 3rd Street

Winona, MN

(507) 474-3727

CAUCUS
The Democrats had two
caucus locations in Winona.
One was at Winona Senior
High, where more than 500
people attended.
The vote was split mainly
between the top Democratic
contenders, Barack Obama,
with 492, and Sen. Hillary
Clinton, with 148. Winona
State students made up a large
portion of the vote.
The other Democratic caucus
location was at Minnesota
Southeast Technical College,
which also had a large student
turnout. There, Obama received
505 votes compared to Clinton's
157.
Many caucus-goers were
surprised at the large turnouts,
especially the sheer number of
college students. Bill Harris, the
Democratic chair of a Winona
precinct, said, "This turnout
is much larger than two years
ago, which we thought was
going to be the largest turnout
on record."
Young voters were not the

Continued from Page 1
only ones inspired to come to
the caucus on Tuesday. A large
number of middle-aged and
elderly voters attended as well.
One middle-aged man said this
was the first time he'd come to
a caucus in fifteen years.
In addition to voting for
presidential candidates,
attendees were also a part
of selecting a chair for their
precinct, selecting delegates
to go to a county convention
and presenting motions to the
group, specifically changing
party platforms.
In Minnesota as a whole,
Obama defeated Clinton,
receiving 67 percent of the
Democratic vote compared to
Clinton's 32 percent.
On the Republican side,
Romney defeated his rivals,
receiving forty-one percent of
the vote.
Minnesota's contests took
place on the same night as
23 other states, a day that has
come to be referred to as Super
Tuesday.

In the Democratic Party,
Obama and Clinton broke
almost even in total delegates
on Super Tuesday, with Obama
winning more total states, but
Clinton winning larger states
with more delegates.
In the Republican races
on Super Tuesday, McCain
came out ahead, gaining more
delegates than his rivals. Also,
McCain's chief rival for the
Republican nomination, Mitt
Romney, has suspended his bid
for the presidency.
A
candidates'
forum,
displaying the Republican
candidates for Representative of
Minnesota'sFirstCongressional
District was hosted by the
College Republicans and held
at Winona State on Feb. 7.
Dr. Brian Davis, Rep. Randy
Demmer and Sen. Dick Day
criticized the policies of Rep.
Tim Walz in hopes of getting
the Republican nomination.
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Greg
GJEichte1670@winona.edu

Senate favors student responsibility
Dana Kudelka
WINONAN
After two cases of alcoholrelated deaths amongst college
students in southern Minnesota
last semester, members of the
Winona State University Student Senate are taking steps to
promote alcohol awareness on
campus.
At Wednesday's Senate meeting, Sen. Terri Burke proposed
two motions both dealing with
how alcohol is handled in the
Winona community.
The first motion stated that

when students turn 18 years old,
Winona State officials cannot
contact parents if their daughter
or son is caught drinking.
"When you're 18, you're an
adult," said Moburg. "Parents
should have open conversations
if they are concerned."
Public Relations Chair Caitlin Stene added that if a student
is taken to the hospital for detoxification, then it is the decision of the hospital workers on
whether they choose to contact
parents.
Students have a choice of
signing a waiver that would al-

RED WING

TATTOO
i61 E. THIRD ST. DOWNTOWN

WINONA, MINNESOTA
(507) 454-3452
WWW.REDWINGTATTOO.COM

low Winona State officials to
contact their parents if caught
drinking.
In the second motion, Burke
asked for more alcohol awareness education on campus and
proposed implementing the
Good Samaritan policy at Winona State.
The Good Samaritan policy
would allow students to bring
a friend to the hospital who is
under the influence and not receive punishment.
Moburg favored the motion,
stating that he feels responsibility as an adult should be the
message.
"Students shouldn't fear
bringing in friends for help,"
said Moburg.
After minor speculation that
the policy would be sending the
message to students that it's acceptable to drink and drive, the
motion was passed.
Dana
at
Contact
DJKudelk7481 @winon a. edu
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Real life 'Hitch' gives students helpful tips
Courtney Zinter

WINONAN

Dealing with busy schedules,
college students don't have
much time to spend figuring
out if someone is compatible,
according to the Dating Doctor
who spoke to about 500 students in Somsen Auditorium at
7:30 Thursday night.
David Coleman, who calls
himself "America's Real Life
Hitch," talked about making
relationships matter and gave
advice on topics ranging from
picking up dates to finding out
if a relationship is healthy or
not.
Armed with pick-up lines, advice and candy, Coleman used
humor to give students insight
into relationships and dating.
He said he hoped students
would learn how to complete
themselves without someone,
and rather find someone to
complement them.
"I want you to feel good
about you. I want the sky to be
brighter, the day to be better,"
Coleman said, "but, I want you

to learn you have to complete
yourself"
After reciting the worst pickup lines he'd heard people use
before, Coleman introduced the
idea of the ' to the audience.
' as
He defined the
someone who catches another
person's eye anywhere, anytime.
"I want to put a plan of attack in your head and some
courage in your heart so you
can live your life and find your
hmm... '," Coleman said.
Coleman presented tips on
figuring out if someone was
interested, breaking the ice and
Valentine's Day.
He also gave the audience
a chance to ask relationship
questions and he promised honest answers.
Junior Emily Yellen, a resident assistant, used the presentation as a floor activity.
She said she thought Coleman's presentation was a good
balance of humor and honesty.
"He had a really good balance
of saying something funny and

tion, but many said they came
out with good tips.
Yellen said she left with more
than she expected and had
learned about
herself and her
relationships.
After sophomore Jessica
Rose was convinced to attend the event
by her roommate, she figured she would
be bored but
left pleasantly
surprised.
"I was honestly surprised
by the program," Rose
said. "Howevwww.datingdoctoncom er, David blew
me away, and I
The dating doctor David Coleman shared
could not stop
his knowledge of what a real relationship is
laughing from
Thursday at Somsen Auditorium.
the moment he
what we wanted to hear about started talking."
Rose added that Coleman
relationships."
Not all students knew what to presented the information in a
expect going into the presenta- way that kept the audience's at-

not offending anyone in the audience," Yellen said. "Like he
said in the beginning, he told
us what we needed to hear, not

TEST

A college student's budget
Think outside the
nt gifts, but sometimes the
doesn't allow for
s are ones that are homemade. Bust cult the
stickers and glitter and make something.
If you can afford something worth a little more than
things found in the dollar aisle at Target, ask your special
someone's friends for tips. Friends and roommates can
be fountains of information.
For those going the box-of-chocolates route, make sure
that there is a grid explaining which kind is where. Even
better, make your own candies and construct a box with
cardboard t nd wrapping paper.
MVNEVastiliesoAi
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This is a plus to those students who do not always have
the adequate amount of credits
to sign up for the classes they
need or want. Seniors who obviously do not need the early
registration incentive received
$20 for taking the exam.
For those students who score
in the top percentiles there are
$50 cash rewards.
While many students are not
in the credit range to take the
exams, Hatfield encourages
all students to take the Assessment survey, which should only
take between 20 to 25 minutes
to complete, starting on Feb.
12, and ending 10 days later.
Students interested in taking
the online survey should go to
www.winona.edu/air and then
click on student surveys.
The information on the Assessment surveys in the past
have been used to improve on
campus resources such as the

tention and she thought she left
with some good tips, but really
remembers the jokes and pickup lines.
According to Mike Turgeon,
the Academic Advisor for the
Athletic Department, Coleman
was selected to speak because
of his humor.
Turgeon said he hoped students would enjoy the presentation and take away at least one
thing.
As the presentation ended,
students lined the stage to get
autographs and ask Coleman
questions about their relationships.
Like many students, Yellen
said she hopes he'll come back
to Winona soon.
Contact
Courtney
at
CLZinter8738@winona.edu

Continued from Page 2

bookstore, health services and
parking services, just to name
a few. Assessment Day is a
chance for Winona State to find
out what you are ,thinking and
feeling about the university and
also how students are doing in
general education and major
courses.
Hatfield thought that the incentives to taking the exam
should have brought it approximately 350 sophomores and juniors and 175 seniors.
"We are really hoping for a
good turnout with students,"
Hatfield explained, "we need
feedback to say what is working and what isn't, and we don't
know what to fix if no one tells
us."
Contact Claudia at CDCappie9866@winona.edu
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ADD SOME ADRENALINE TO YOUR SUMMER BREAK!
Want to jump start your career . . and get PAID while doing it? Army ROTC offers WSU Students
an opportunity to gain world-class leadership that provides challenging training and skills to
jump start your career! WSU and UW La Crosse have a unique partnership that will help you map
out a career of excellence. For more information and to learn about scholarship opportunities and
the Summer LTC program contact, Major Jay Hansen at 608-785-8408 or email hansen.jay@uwlakedu.

FULL TUITION SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE TO QUALIFIED WSU STUDENTS!
Visit us on the web at:
http://www.uwlax.edu/ROTC/
U.S.ARMY
ARMY STRONG.'

ARMY ROTC. START STRONG.
Wednesday, February 13, 2008 - News 5
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Tuesday, Feb. ,
p. n. — Sel.'e.ral students
were cited'.for an a.lcohol
ation, in Lourdes. 13_ ,f,.terred to
the
Ditectoi-.

As an intern for the Winonan, you
will gain experience and knowledge
to fulfill the position full time during
the 2008-2009 academic year!

~ roun o
ter referred to

2:43

a.m.. — Securii
the Quad to chec
on the vielfare of an intoxicated student. The student
oun
was checked and f d to be
okay. Matter also referred to
the Hall Director.

Stop by the Winonan office to pick up an
application!

ilorpL'd to

3:39 p.m. — A staff member
reported being threatened
another staff meniber on
axii,)us. The VVinorla Police
‘vas also notified,
ThQ,
\vas referred to
their respecti ve sup,. -+- viser and
Atter was closed with the

•,,••• • •

Student Senate briefs
New webpage
2:55 a.t.ri —Sec rit otter
individual.
Sion aof(111d1,111 \ g'11:()P:
I trlaCI11
P 11 e( 1;;1
m
s atter was re f,.-,tre d to the Hall
Director

•

Got a hot date?
come

fu 2 place where c)u can actually hear her

CG'S LOUNGE AT THE QUALITY INN
Doily drink Special/
Darts. Pool. Games
Buzzlime Trivia
Discount with campus ID
Perkins full menu available
956 Mankato Ave. Winona, MN (507) 454-4390
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tovered a sm
oun t
rnafijuana and the matter was

A parent phoned
t.) Seeuritv in an attempt
to 'locate hi dautzlItcr \A ho is
a student at U and resides
off campus. Matter is is
erred to ''‘Nririora'Velite. Student c vertu lly located.
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After taking a hit from outside spectators on the outdated page, the Winona State
University Student Senate
webpage has a new face.
Webmaster Brian Neilsen
revamped the webpage by
giving it a whole new design,
complete with basic navigation of the entire site.
Neilsen said this was an
idea the late Student Senate
president Jared Stene had

brought up last semester.
"(We) talked about where
the website should go," said
Neilsen.
Along with updates for
when certain committees
meet, there is a new photo
gallery added along with a
page dedicated to affiliated
members of Student Senate
instead of only senators and
members.

WSU may offer ROTC on
campus
For students enrolled in
ROTC classes at Winona
State University, they must
travel to the University of
Wisconsin-La Crosse to
learn.
On Wednesday's Student
Senate meeting, new Academic Affairs Chair Josh
Martin mentioned that students may not have to drive
to La Crosse anymore.
Martin said that Winona
State University officials and

the Academic Affairs cornmittee are looking into offering classes here in Winona.
In the past officials said
there was not enough room
on campus to place a building.
With students having to
pay tuition at both University of Wisconsin and Winona
State to take ROTC classes,
officials are starting to look
closer at the idea of adding
room for ROTC.

What's happening at WSU....
Wednesday, Feb. 13 I
Luncheon with author Keith McFarland

Sponsored by the office of Outreach and Continuing
Education
WHERE: Tau Rotunda, WSU
TIME: 12:00 P.M.
COST: $15
Contact Bladine Berthelot at 507-474-3900 for more
information
Athenaeum: Basics of Modern Art: Impressionism and
Moving through Post-Modernism

Sponsored by the WSU Library Athenaeum Series
WHERE: Darrell W. Krueger Library
TIME: 1:00 P.M.
Contact Kendall Larson at KLarson@winona.edu for more
information

1 Thursday, Feb. 14 cont.

International Music Series:
Sowah Mensah: Drumming and
Music of Ghana

WHERE: Tau Rotunda, WSU
TIME: 5:30 P.M.
Contact Travis Schmidt at
TPSchmid9100@winona.edu
Winter Warm-Up: Love
Poems for a Cold Night

Friday, Feb. 15
How to Publish Narrated PowerPoint Slide Shows to the Web

Lyceum Series: Rayna Green

Sponsored by the Lyceum Series
WHERE: Winona State University-Science Laboratory Center
TIME: 7:30 P.M.
Contact Greg Neidhart at GNeidhart@winona.edu for more
information

Washington's Birthday
Healthy Mondays: Film
Screening: Sex & Alcohol: Spin
the Bottle

WHERE: Kryzsko Commons,
Purple Rooms
TIME: 7:00 P.M.
Contact Kelli McClintick at
KMcClintick@winona.edu for more
information

WHERE: Winona Arts Center
TIME: 7:30 P.M.
Contact Jim Armstrong at
JArmstrong@winona.edu

Special Performance: WSU Jazz Ensemble

Sponsored by the Department of Music
WHERE: Winona Senior High School - Auditorium
TIME: 5:00 P.M
Contact Pat Young at 507-457-5250 for more information

Monday, Feb. 18

WHERE: Darrell Krueger Library
Rom 220
TIME: Noon
Please register using the register
button on the WSU Master Calendar
event page.
Contact eLearning at 507-457-2900
or email elearning@winona.edu

Tuesday, Feb. 19
Powerful but not a panacea:
Virtual worlds as a tool for situational learning

WHERE: Darrell Krueger Library
TIME: Noon
Please register using the register
button on the WSU Master
Calendar event page.
Contact eLearning at
507-457-2900 or email
elearning@winona.edu for more
information

Thursday, Feb. 14
"Books for Feminists" Book Club Discussion

WHERE: Winona State University-Minne Hall Room 105
TIME: 5:00 P.M.
Contact April Herdnon at AHerdnon@winona.edu for more
information

Saturday, Feb. 16
14th Annual Chili Cook-Off

WHERE: Winona Middle School
TIME: 11:00 A.M.
Contact Judy Richter at
507-457-6213 for more information

e

WHERE: Stark Auditorium, WSU
TIME: 7:00 P.M.
Contact Nancy Dumke at
NDumke@winona.edu for more
information

ruary
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Pop culture gives gay' bad connotations
Carl Hunter
Op/Ed Columnist'
I think therefore I am. The
famous five word translation of
the philosopher Decartes that
proves our own existence. These
simple words laid massive
groundwork as people began
to view our mind as not just an
analytical tool but as the lens
in which we take in everything
else. A lens we all possess,
view each other through, yet
reach different perceptions thus

Op/Ed

creating individuality.
Our famous lens is shaped by
a variety of things: our distinct
DNA makeup, upbringing,
environment and
experiences. So how
we see the world,
each other, is not
a matter of optical
vision but rather
the shaping of our
immaculate brain.
You've heard
the expression, "We are what
we repeatedly do. Excellence,
therefore is not an act, but a
habit." Well that makes sense,
the more you do something
and the longer you do it. The
more natural it will become.
Like riding a bike or typing.
I doubt anyone thinks about
the home keys anymore much
less the individual pressing of
any letter. The transposition of

thought to digital expression
has become just something we
do but only after training; time,
and repetition.
The same goes
for our "Lens." With
enough repetition
and time, we begin
to make effortless
connections. Plastic
bottle with mashed
up slightly acidic
tomato taste to it
becomes Ketchup. Something
that doesn't make sense is
illogical or non-beneficial
behavior becomes"stupid."
The more often we tie these
individual connections, the
more ingrained the association
becomes. Much like riding
a bike in the grass, the more
often you go from A to B, the
smoother the path becomes.
Eventually it becomes a

trench so that once your on
the path, getting off of it is
an incredibly difficult effort.
I think we can all agree that
learning to type on a differently
mapped keyboard would be a
bit difficult. The same goes for
any association in the mind.
Two years ago, if you met
me you would have found that
I used the word gay often and
wasn't exactly using it for the
ancient association of "happy."
I was using the modern
association that came to be,
which if you look at it, is often
"stupid, feminine; unappealing,
undesired, and silly." This
association was brought on by
"pop culture" and I embraced
it. I know it's not PC to use
the term but that wasn't a good
enough reason for me to change
my habitual speech.
After a quick introspection, I

realized I didn't want to create
a double association. Gay—
homosexual, and gay—stupid.
With my new knowledge of
brain and behavior I realized
besides being offensive, it was
a dangerous and hypocritical
association to have. I never
want to be in the position
where I have to put effort into
overriding my subconscious
confusion between someone's
sexual preference and stupid,
undesired.
Most people have racial
bias or other biased word
associations. You can take the
IAT tests (Google it) to find you
probably think black is bad and
white is good. However, this
isn't exactly about race as black
is also darkness, unknown and
white is light and all other
sorts. Gay, however is a specific
association you can control.

Samuel Keane-Rudolph

professor in my hardest course
and I. My neighbors enjoy
music, often very loudly,
and one of them frequently
has his girlfriend
over and...they're
rather loud_ I've
repeatedly asked
them to be quieter,
but lately I've gotten
extraordinarily
angry inside
because I don't feel
that I should have to ask people
to be polite, they should just do
it.
My professor has a legendary
reputation for being difficult
to get along with, and I had
blithely assumed the professor
couldn't be as bad as I thought.
The first few weeks of the class
conspired to prove me wrong. I
can't walk into the class without
becoming angry.
Now, on the outside I have

never been unkind to any of
these people, or so I hope, but
on the inside I've been furious
for several weeks and I cannot
look at the people
in question without
being angry. Where
does grace come into
this?
Well, grace is
loving and respecting
people who do
nothing to "deserve"
it. It's great to love our families
and our friends and people
who are kind to us, but that
doesn't make us good people –
everyone is kind to the people
who are kind to them. Love
your neighbor no one has a
problem with, but... love your
enemies and those who do you
harm? There's your true test.
And why should we be
graceful toward people who
have none for us? Because

we've all been that person at
some point; and we will be
again in the future. Remember
that time I snapped at my best
friend because I was in a bad
mood and just didn't want to
listen to her? Remember that
time you ignored your little
brother because it was more
fun to go out with your friends
than help him with homework?
Oh yeah, that. But that was just
because I was so tired, or you
had made plans before... well,
maybe the last time someone
snapped at you or didn't want
to hang out with you, they had
the same excuse.
And that's why we all need
grace ourselves, and also why
we need to give it. Perhaps most
of all to difficult neighbors or
difficult professors... because
the next time, we might be the
one who needs it.

race: Everyone deserves it

Op/Ed Columnist

The opinions of this newspaper do not reflect those of the
MnSCU system, Winona State
University, its faculty, staff or
student body. Any questions or
comments should be directed to
the Winonan publication board,
editors or submitted as letters
to the editor,

This week I had been
expecting to finish the article
about truth I started two weeks
ago, but recent experiences
convinced me to write about
something else. There are many
virtues in the world, and in my
Issues and Ethics class, we've
talked about several. I believe
there is a virtue that corresponds
with every evil in the world, and
that evil is simply a corruption
of something that was virtuous.
In any case, the virtue I'd
like to talk about today is one
seldom talked about in secular
circles and too glibly addressed
in religious ones.
That virtue is called grace.
And the event that brings up
this issue is a recent escalation
in difficulties between my
neighbors and. I and with a

Paul Solberg, Editor-in-Chief

winonan cr winona.edu

(507) 457-5119

Stop celebrity media coverage
It continued for hours, with
only
short lapses in the Paris
Op/Ed Columnist
coverage to briefly mention
the rest of the day's news:
I still remember the day I a G8 summit, riots on the
lost all faith in the cable news streets of Caracas,
media—it was June 8, 2007. starvation in
I tuned in that afternoon to Zimbabwe,
discover that the cable news genocide in
networks—all of them—were Darfur.
Then it was
simultaneously airing live
coverage of Paris Hilton's back to live
coverage of the
arrival at a court hearing.
To the casual observer, courthouse, where
there seemed to be nothing to reporters and cameramen
cover. Ms. Hilton was inside waited with bated breath for
the building. There was no word of the verdict.
Since then I've made it a
one to interview, no pertinent
live footage to air. Still, it point not to watch cable news—
continued—with pundits and the medium is too flighty, too
lawyers and viewers weighing sensational, and too driven
in on Paris' Predicament. The by sound bites to adequately
anchorwomen shook their communicate news with any
coiffed heads in faint disdain depth or context. Instead I read
newspapers. I read magazines.
and disbelief.
From one of the many I read online wire stories.
But I'm beginning to think
news helicopters circling the
courthouse, viewers could see there's no escaping it—not
crowds of paparazzi swarming when the Associated Press
around the building. Reporters deems it fit to run articles with
ran frantically after caravans headlines like "Paris shifts
of black SUVs, hoping for a moods, rehires publicist." Not
when celebrity-immersive news
glimpse of Paris.

Ruth DeFoster

outlets like TMZ are taking covers of countless magazines if the current trend prevails, it's
exhaustive celebrity coverage and TV shows, but they also not unreasonable to think that
congregate in swarming herds Britney's life might end just as
to new heights of fanaticism.
Never has this trend seemed wherever she goes, often disastrously.
My plea to the cable news
more alarming to me than resulting in traffic accidents
during the last and (to say the least) profound networks and entertainment
month, when the frustration and irritation on the media would be this: leave
Britney alone. Not only are the
collective obsession part of Ms. Spears.
I'm dismayed by the idle goings-on of celebrities'
of the entertainment
media has been gleeful, cyclical coverage lives not news, but immersive
the fall from grace of each subsequent Britney siege-like coverage of their
of Britney Spears, Breakdown—as if she were any every move is destructive to
whose life in the more than mortal, or any less their well-being.
spotlight seems to susceptible to the unrelenting
be leading her on a downward harassment of the paparazzi.
It is impossible to fathom
spiral toward madness and
Reach Ruth DeFoster at
living—or raising children—in
despair.
Headlines and top-of-the- the constant glare of flashbulbs RMDefost2404@winona.edu
hour broadcasts screamed about and the weight of unreasonable
her breakdown and subsequent expectations that accompany
hospitalization—and even stardom.
I've never met Britney
before her widely-publicized
apparent mental collapse, her Spears, and I'm certain I never
every hiccup was subject to will—but the overwhelming
intense scrutiny and ridicule— impression I get from her
from the time she visited a is one of abject misery. It's
convenience store bathroom in difficult to lead a meaningful
her bare feet to the infamous life in the afterglow of teenage
pop stardom and the immersive
hair-shaving incident.
with media coverage it entails.
Her
relationship
I remember thinking the same
the paparazzi is necessarily
complex—they ensure her fame thing about Anna Nicole Smith
and plaster her picture across the before her untimely death. And
3.
&.

Letter to the Editor
Many academic resources
available to students
Barbara Oertel
Director of Advising and
Retention
507-457-5600
I am writing to you
regarding the article published
in the February 6 Winonan,
"Personal and Academic
Coach on Campus." In the
article, the reporter identifies
Nancy Harms as "a personal
and academic coach at Winona
State University," an "asset
to Winona State University,"

and "the only personal and
academic coach on campus."
The reader might be left with
the impression that Ms. Harms
is employed by Winona State,
when in fact she is not employed
by or, to my knowledge,
affiliated with Winona State
in any way. While I am sure
that Ms. Harms can be a great
asset to her clients, the fact is
that her services must be paid
for – according to her website
her fee for academic coaching
is $50 per hour.
I think it is important for WSU
students to know that while we
do not have anyone on campus

that has the title of academic
and personal coach, we do
have many similar resources
available to WSU students.
We have faculty and staff in
Advising and Retention (which
includes Disability Resources
and Tutoring Services),
Student Support Services,
and Counseling Center who
help many students who are
experiencing academic and/or
personal problems. All of these
resources, along with many
others such as Health Services,
Inclusion and Diversity, and
Career Services to name just
a few, are dedicated to helping

students reach their personal
and academic goals, and all
of these resources areas offer
programs and services to WSU
students free of charge.
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Retraction
It has come to our attention
that the letter to the editor
titled 'Apologize Al Franken'
submitted Samantha Gronlund,
a broadcasting major, was not
her original work.
We apologize to our readers
for the inconvenience.
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Young photographer visualizes music
Sarah Burgen
WINONAN
Most 18-year-olds in their
first year of college are still trying to get a grip on what they
want to do with the rest of their
lives.
Adam Elmakias not only
knows what he wants to do, but
he is doing it professionally.
In December 2005, Elmakias
shot his first few photographs
for an art show at his school,
West High School, in Madison,
Wis. His guidance counselor
told him that they showed real
potential, so he picked up photography as a hobby.
"I started out of boredom,"
Elmakias said. "The first pictures were really bad."
From there, he started going
to concerts and shooting live
photos of local bands in the
Madison area.
"My first promo(tional) shoot
was for a band called Iscariot,"
Elmakias said. "The photos
were the ugliest ever, and I got
paid in tacos and a t-shirt."
Two years later, he has a
manager, photo equipment, ,a

© ElmakiasPhoto.com
Eighteen-year-old photographer, Adam Elmakias photographs mostly local bands from Madison, Wis.

tour under his belt and name
recognition all over the upper
Midwest.
While he gets paid for most
of his shoots, all the money he
makes goes towards the photo
equipment.
Included in his equipment are
two lenses, two cameras, three
light kits and "a bunch of light
stands and modifiers."

As his own worst critic, Elmakias insisted that he only really likes one of his photos, and
that he doesn't even know what
he's doing on set.
"The best training I got was
pushing myself to take pictures
when I didn't know what I was
doing," he said. "I haven't had
to shoot a band with a photographer in it yet, so I've been

Big Brothers Big Sisters
people who want to help children by being a friend. Volunteers are required to commit
The Winona Area Big Broth- to the Big Brothers Big Sisters
ers Big Sisters are looking for program for just one year, alBig Brothers Big Sisters and though many volunteers choose
for participants for their an- to stay for longer. Weekly cornnual fundraiser, Bowl for Kids' mitments consist of two to three
hours and money isn't required.
Sake.
A recent update in the Winona Volunteers have a case manager
area counted 27 boys and eight who remains in contact making
girls in need of a Big Brother or sure meetings go well.
For over 90 years, Big BrothBig Sister.
Big Brothers and Big Sisters ers Big Sisters of America has
are people 18 years or older, been a nation-wide youth-servwho have access to insured ing structure. They offer one_transportation and a love of on-one relationships between
children. Volunteers are not adult volunteers and "a child at
perfect role models; they are risk." With over 500 agencies

Jessica Larsen
WINONAN
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nation wide, over one million
children have received a mentor.
According to a recent study
done by a national research
firm who studied the effects of
Big Brothers Big Sisters, Little
Brothers and Sisters who met
with their Big Brothers or Sisters regularly were 46% less
likely to start using drugs and
27% less likely to start drinking; 52% less likely to skip a
day of school and 37% less
likely to skip a class. (The
youth not only skipped school

See BIG, Page 14

lucky."
His lack of training makes
him somewhat of a black sheep
in the photo world. He has never taken a class, and has learned
solely through practice, web forums and online tutorials.
Through that online networking, Elmakias has met several
people and has opened doors to
things that wouldn't have been
available otherwise.
He met his manager, Lucas
Keller of Uppercut Management, through a few bands. It
was when Keller asked Elmakias to shoot Ace Enders, of
former The Early November
notability, that Elmakias decided to have someone take control of the business side of his
photo career.
This gave Elmakias the opportunity to focus solely on the

creative side.
That creative side comes to
head most often when Elmakias
is driving his minivan around
Madison.
"I feel really unproductive
when I'm driving, so I think of
ideas for photo shoots," Elmakias said. "I miss exits and get
lost a lot because of it."
Elmakias attended Madison
Area Technical College as a
freshman in fall 2007, but he
decided to take a semester off
to focus on his photography career.
Recently, he went on the Man
Whores and Open Sores tour
with All Time Low, Mayday
Parade, Just Surrender and Every Avenue for six days.
Immediately prior to that, he
See ELMAKIAS, Page 14
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The Ruckus
A musical melting pot from students more qualified than you

Snore through the static
Jack Chandler
WINONAN
Jack Hody Johnson lives a
tough life. He wakes up most
days to the North Shore roar of
Oahu, Hawaii. When he steps
outside his door there is sand
where a "Welcome" mat should
be.
Hmm, what is he going to do
today? Maybe he'll take a stroll
through the neighborhood,
which would consist of a
beach-walk through warm sand
and cool ocean breeze. Perhaps
he'll chase those famous North
Shore swells or go for a dip
later in the afternoon.
Ugh, so many things to do.
Maybe he is feeling
productive. If Mr. Johnson
wants a taste of that 9 to 5
grind, he'll pick up his guitar or
video camera and get down to
"work."
Musician, writer, filmmaker
and surfer are all hats that
Johnson has worn, and while
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he has been professionally
paid for his efforts in all these
endeavors, it is his beach-bum
acoustic styling that we are
most familiar.
Responsible
for
three
platinum albums that largely
cater to a summer-starved
youth, Johnson twisted the
faces of fans when he described
the theme of his then soon-torelease LP Sleep through the
Static as "dark and electric."
A definitive aberration coming
from an artist whose work
to date has been as light and
acoustic as rock music gets.
He ditched his trusty acoustic
guitar in favor of an everversatile Telecaster. To help
add texture and lay some soul,
OC Register
he invited keyboardist Zach
Singer Jack Johnson has three platinum albums under his
Gill into studio sessions.
belt and is moving in a different direction with his new alIn truly practicing what
bum, Sleep through the Static
he preached he took hold of
his environmental footprint,
recording in his personal are some great opportunities that a musician of Johnson's
studio that runs on 100% solar on this record for drums, bass, caliber, a good songwriter at
keys, ANYBODY to swing into the forefront of the light-rock
energy.
Unfortunately for Johnson, some impromptu support. All genre, would be able to develop
the changes on Sleep end here. the listener gets is an occasional a signature electric sound.
Sleep through the Static, piano outro and drum fills that Maybe something along the
which doubles as the name of are as original as a middle lines of the John Mayer Trio,
the albums first single, does school pep band rendition of only more soothed grooving
then ferocious shredding.
little in exploring the empty "Crazy Train."
With song tones mired
It seems that Johnson is
studio space that is so vital to
electric-rock records. The title in familiarity, it's hard to content to allow his mellow
track seems like a muddled differentiate the sound on his messages fill listeners ears.
observation about the war new album from anything offIn And maybe that's not all that
on terror. It's a subject that Between Dreams or Brushfire bad. Johnson is an extremely
we don't want our laid-back Fairytales. The bass still drubs capable songwriter, and here's
hard, Johnson's rhythmic verses hoping that his "experimental"
comrade worrying about.
Why is he crooning about the still clip along, and drummer album was just that. It would
Middle East, did he run out of Adam Topol is still squeezed be cause for concern if Mr.
firmly in a vice. grip. It's a Johnson saw his most recent
pancake batter?
On "Angel" we get Johnson, formula worked to perfection effort as a stepping-stone to
his acoustic guitar, and...nada. on his previous albums, but it more experimentation.
You live, an easy life Jack, no
Oh wait! Did. I just here a few just doesn't translate well to
electric
guitar.
need
to start working now.
splashes on keys in that final
The
expectation
here
was
15 seconds!? Come on. There

The Fire Five
1
"New Soul"
Yael Naim
The French songwriter got
her big break when this hit
single was featured in the first
commercial for Apple's new
MacBook Air laptop. Catchy
tune, don't fight it.

2
"Run"
Gnarls Barkley
The first single off the duo's
much hyped sophomore release The Odd Couple words
can't really describe this jam.
Classic Barkley voice distortion with a retro feel.

.

3

"Sound of the Ghost"
Clutchy Hopkins
If you could pay one artist to
commission the soundtrack to
your life, Clutchy would be
your man. 'Sound' uses eerie
acoustic picking and rhythm
percussion to set-up the great
album that is Walking Backwards.

4
"Must Be the Water"
Marc Broussard
I'm cool with any songs that
shout out the Mighty Mississippi River.

5
"The Music Industry"
Termanology
Royce da 5'9 and Consequence imest on a track that
reveals the music industry's
treatment towards bit-rappers.
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Minneapolis-based singer's latest project well received
Sarah Burgen
WINONAN
The name "Pat Brown" is
written in Sharpee on the exterior wall of St. Paul venue Station 4.
To the passerby, this name
may be inconsequential, but to
someone who listens to alternative music in the Twin Cities
area, the name means a great
deal.
Pat Brown, a 2005 Burnsville
Senior High School graduate, is
the front man of Minneapolisbased band Sing It Loud, just
left the studio after a month of
recording for their upcoming
full-length album.
For a band that has only been
in existence for a little more
than nine months, the completion of recording a full-length
album is quite a feat.
When Brown's former band,
The Semester, came to an end
in early 2007, he found himself
searching for a creative outlet.
For a while, he played key-

boards with a band called Glo- extended play (EP). Squire has
ria, also from the Minneapolis produced CDs for Panic At The
area.
Disco, Boys Like Girls and All
However, that
wasn't enough.
"It just wasn't
the same as being able to be in
a band where I
was the front
man," said
Brown. "When
I can't be on
stage and perform and write
music, I get really down."
He
started
Sing It Loud Members of the Minneapolis-based band, Sing
with his cousin,
Kieren Smith, who plays guitar Time Low.
for the band.
As recording of was finishFrom there, they found Nate ing, Schmidt joined as a full
Flynn to play bass permanently member, and keyboardist Ben
and hired Dane Schmidt to play Peterson was added to make
drums when they were record- the band a five-piece.
ing, in Duluth, Minn.
Around the same time, Sing
Schmidt's younger brother, It Loud played a show with felJordan, who had been an as- low Minneapolis band Motion
sistant engineer to Matt Squire City Soundtrack.
for almost a year, produced the
Motion City Soundtrack gui-

tarist Josh Cain approached
them about producing of a
full-length record. As soon as
the EP was com''*
pleted,
sent
they
it to Cain, who
arranged a lunch
date where they
firmed up production plans.
The EP was
released on Aug.
31, with a great
response.
"I've
been
stoked on everyone's reactions
Collin Hughes to the band,"
It Loud.
said Brown. "I
was really nervous I would never be able to
be in a band that did as much as
The Semester did."
In January, Sing It Loud
headed into Flowers Recording
Studios, a converted florist's
warehouse in Minneapolis.
A more "poppy" sound accompanied the recording, but
according to Brown, "The
stuff (Cain) did with the music

makes it much different from
other pop rock bands that are
around right now."
He also brought along band
mate and Motion City front
man Justin Pierre to assist
Brown with writing a song on
which Pierre eventually sang
backing vocals.
Compared to other recording
experiences Brown has had, his
time at Flowers was much more
structured.
He worked from 11 a.m. until
8 or 9 p.m. everyday, six days
a week.
Additionally, the experience
of having Cain produce the record was a memorable one.
"I have been a Motion City
Soundtrack super fan since
tenth grade," said Brown, "so
the experience as a whole was
very overwhelming and exciting. ”
From here, Sing It Loud will
tour for a solid two-and-a-half
months, and have slated their
CD release to late summer or
early fall.

Sci did he send her flowers or something?
Meow, his girlfriend is
Japanese, so she gave him chocolate
instead. Japanese girls send boys
chocolate on valentine's day in order
to ex ress love or ap i reciation.
remember the last time Pete
ware a suit was at a funeral,
And what's the deal with that
stupid song anyways...?
I think he is going
out on a date with
his girlfriend.

12

Oh, girlfriend?? I thought...
he is... meow, nevermind.
,,"

Really?? That's so cool!! I am so moving to
Japan. When is the next flight out?

For free Valentine's Day themed widescreen wallpaper download, please go to:
http://wwwskiescomic.comNday

Nepali Fusion teaches culture though dance, music and food
Lydia Oglesby
WINONA

Winona State junior Shridhara
Dahal said someone asked her
if they had escalators in Nepal
and she just laughed.
Winona State University's
Another student, Karishma
Nepali Club hosted its third
Sitoula said she also finds it
annual Nepal Fusion on
ridiculous when people ask
Saturday night. Attendees
her if people in her country
packed in Winona State's East
speak English or have cell
Hall at Kryzsko Commons
phones. She has
been learning
English since
kindergarten.
Shretha
says
cell
phones
actually
are
more advanced
in Nepal and
that people are
getting new cell
phones every six
months because
they
aren't
into
locked
like
contracts
in the United
States.
Both Shretha
and Sitoula
also said that
Nepalese
dress more
fashionably and
Katherine Chickey/WINONAN are more trendy
Members of the Nepali Club dance during their performance for the Nepal
than most
Fusion-3 "City of Temples" Saturday in Kryzsko Commons.
people in the
United States.
The themes presented in
to take in an evening of no going back; you'll fall in
the skit, written by student,
love," he said.
entertainment and food.
Many of the international Prapti Binisha echoed what the
Manish Nepal, Nepali Club
President said the primary clubs host events similar to previously mentioned students
purpose of Nepal Fusion is to Nepal Fusion. Shretha said said about young people in
promote Nepali culture. The the format is usually about the Nepal being westernized.
Despite westernization, much
secondary purpose is for the 56 same for all the events.
"We wanted to do something of traditional Nepali culture
Nepalese students who attend
remains. Shretha said they
Winona State to be together, different," he said.
Instead of having an emcee still have a lot of traditional
have fun and enjoy their culture
while they are away from talk between the dances, music celebrations in Nepal and wear
and fashion show, as other bright colored saris like many
home.
This year's theme was "The international dinners had done, of the students wore at Nepal
City of Temples," because in Nepal Fusion 3 was unified by Fusion.
Another thing that sets Nepali
Nepal, there is a temple on a skit with three acts.
Before the skit got underway, culture apart from American
almost every block, said club
Webmaster and treasurer, the audience listened to two culture is that a couple of hours
Danish Shrestha. There are Nepalese students rock out to are devoted to preparing and
more temples than grocery "Mercedes Benz" with electric eating meals daily. Meals are
guitars. Rock and Roll may not always eaten together and at
stores.
The theme was illustrated be what one would expect from the same time every day.
In Nepal, curry and rice are
through a hand painted an evening of Nepali culture,
backdrop of temple silhouettes but according to Nepalese commonly served foods; both
expanding the length of the students, there are a lot of were served at Nepal Fusion.
stage and through the tables things Americans don't expect Chartwells was able to provide
most of the food that studentnamed after famous Nepal to find in Nepali culture.
temples.
Michael Bowler, the Nepali
Club's faculty advisor who
has been to Nepal said temples
and the landscape of Nepal
go together nicely as their
shape mirrors the shape of the
Himalaya Mountains.
"If you go to Nepal, there's

chef Jolyen Ghimire and his
helpers needed in order to
prepare the Nepal Fusion feast.
To acquire some of the extra
hot spices, students made a trip
to Rochester Wholesale.
Dahal, who was a part of
the first Nepal Fusion, said
the Nepalese population at
Winona State has decreased by
about 20 students since the first
Nepal Fusion, but the number
of people attending increases
every year.

Manish Nepal said that by
Friday afternoon they had
already sold 200 tickets, far
more than expected and far more
than any other year. The club's
hope is that the event continues
to grow and the Winona State
community continues to learn
about Nepali culture.

Questions or comments?
Contact Lydia at
LCOglesb@3075@winona.edu

AMERICA'S #1 SANDWICH DELIVERY!'

155 E. 3R1:1 ST.
507.454.4711
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Elmakias

Continued from Page 10

Big

spent a short time in Canada,
shooting the bands Settings and
Fiction City.
This week, he has three photo
shoots. One of those shoots will
be in Winona today, of New
York band The Morning Of.
Each of his photo shoots takes
between four and eight hours.
Next up for Elmakias is a
month-long tour with Minne-

apolis band Four Letter Lie. He
will be doing a blog update for
them throughout his time touring with them.
Additionally, his manager is
in talks with clothing company
Glamour Kills for a photoshoot
of their new line.
Most of Elmakias' photos are
on his website, www.elmakiasphoto.com .

less, but also earned slightly
higher grades and felt slightly
better about how they were doing in school); 1/3 less likely to
hit someone; and more trusting
of their parents or guardians,
less likely to lie to them, and
felt more supported and less
criticized by their peers and
friends.
Big Brothers Big Sisters was
brought
to Winona in
1996 by
a group
of local citizens.
The
organization
is currently
look-

Continued from Page 10
ing for at least 60 teams of five
people to participate in their
annual fundraising event, Bowl
for Kids' Sake. The even takes
place April 12 and 13 at Westgate bowl, but participants are
asked to sign up and begin collecting pledges as soon as possible.
Bowl for Kids' Sake is designed as a way for the community to get involved in Big
Brothers Big Sisters without actually becoming a Big Brother
or Big Sister. The money raised
will go to supporting matches,
paying for background checks,
activities, staff time to match
child to adult, and other various
expenses encountered throughout the year.
To donate money to Bowl for
Kids' Sake or to sign up a team,
visit http://vvww.bowlforkidswinona.kintera.org .

To contact Big Brothers Big
Sisters of Winona or to volunteer, stop in at their office at
158 Main Street or go to their
website: http://www.bbbswinona.org .

Questions or comments?
Contact Jessica at
JLLarsen0487@winona.edu

Friday, Feb. 22, 2008
Minneapolis Convention Center, 10 a.m. — 3 p.m.
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Juniors, Seniors, and Alumni of all majors are welcome!
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ACR Homes, Inc.
College Pro
ADC Telecommunications
CONAGRA LAMBWESTON / RDO
Admission Possible
FROZEN
Adolfson and Peterson Construction
CotterWeb Enterprises
Aerosim Technologies
COUNTRY Insurance & Financial
Aerotek
Services
AFLAC MN North and MN South
Cummins Power Generation
Amcom Software
Dakota County
American Family Insurance
Dallas Police Department
AmeriCorps
Dart Transit Company
AmeriCorps*VISTA
Datacard Group
AmeriCorps: PPL and Habitat for
Datalink
Humanity
Department of Veterans Affairs
Ameriprise Financial
Eagle Creek Software Services
Anderson Trucking Service
Empi
Appleton Police Department
Enterprise Rent-A-Car
Asset Marketing Services, Inc.
Epicor Software Corporation
Associated Financial Group
Evergreen Construction
At Home in MN Healthcare
FAA
Auto-Owners Insurance Company
fahrenHEIGHT360
Beckman Coulter, Inc.
Fairview Health Services
Benfield
Farm Bureau Financial Services
Best Buy
Farmers Insurance
Bobcat Company/Doosan Infracore
Fast Enterprises, LLC
International
Federated Insurance Companies
Buckeye International
Fictitious
Buckle
Finish Line
Business Objects
First Investors Corporation
C.H. Robinson
Frito Lay North America
Canterbury Park
G&K Services
Capital Safety
General Mills
Cargill
Golden Livingcenters
Carpenter St. Croix Valley Nature Center Grand View Lodge
CB Richard Ellis
Helzberg Diamonds

REGISTER FOR JOB FAIR THROUGH CAREER SERVICES
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Hennepin County
Hennepin County Medical Center
HighJump Software
IBM
Imaging Path
ING DIRECT
Internal Revenue Service
Jennie-0 Turkey Store
JobslnMinneapolis.com
KDV
Kmart
Kwik Trip
Lawson Software
Life Time Fitness
LSS Data Systems
Macy's
Marine Corps Officer Programs
Mayo Clinic
Medcor
Menards
MetLife/Twin Cities Financial Group
Metropolitan Council
Minneapolis Financial Group
Minnesota Army National Guard
Minnesota Conservation Corps
Minnesota Correctional Facility Faribault
Minnesota Council of Nonprofits
Minnesota Department of Employee
Relations
Minnesota Department of Natural
Resources
Minnesota Department of Revenue
Minnesota Department of Transportation

Minnesota Literacy Council
Minnesota Office of the Legislative
Auditor
Minnesota Reading Corps
Minnesota State Patrol
MinnesotaWorks.net DEED
Modern Woodmen of America
Nash Finch Company
New York Life
North Star Resource Group
Northwestern Mutual Financial Network The Bohannon Group
OFA Business Group
On Assignment- Lab Support
Open Access Technology International,
Inc.
Oshkosh Truck Corporation
Pace Analytical Services, Inc.
Paychex, Inc.
Peace Corps
Pearson VUE
Pegasus Recruiting
PetSmart
POOLCORP
RBC Dain Rauscher
Rehabilitation Services DEED
Secure Computing Corporation
Securian Financial Group
Speedway Superamerica LLC
SportsLife Camps
SPS Commerce
State of Iowa Department of Corrections
Target
Target Headquarters

110 Gildemeister Hall, Winona, MN
(507) 457-5340
career@winona.edu

1

Target Stores
Tasks Unlimited Inc.
TCF Bank
The Schwan Food Company
The Sherwin-Williams Company
Thomson Corporation
Thrivent Financial for Lutherans
Tri-Valley Opportunity Council, Inc.
U.S. Army
U.S. Army Healthcare
U.S. Bank
U.S. Postal Services - Eagan IT
Uline
United States Border Patrol
UnitedHealth Group
University Directories
University of Minnesota Job Center
VerticalXchange
Viking Electric Supply
ViroMed Laboratories
Von Maur
Walgreens
Wells Fargo Financial
Wells Fargo Financial - Des Moines
Western Area Power Administration
Working America
Xcel Energy
Youth Frontiers
YouthCARE
Zimmer Spine
Above employers attending as of 2.5.08
Updates available www.mnsujobfair.org

SS 125, 859 30 Ave. SE, Rochester, MN
(507) 280-5079 rochestercareer@winona.edu

Dear Warrior
Last semester I really messed
up. I didn't go to a lot of my
classes and my grades dropped
dramatically. I just didn't care.
Now, I see my mistakes and I
want to change, but I think it
might be too late. What should
I do?
From, Frustrated with School
Dear Frustrated,
It's not too late! A lot of
students have a "bad semester."
Don't be discouraged... all you
need to do is study hard and
go to class. If you need help,
don't be afraid to ask. There
are resources on campus for
students, such as free tutoring,
personal coaches and the
Counseling Center.
Good luck with the rest of the
semester...You will do great!
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Dear Warrior,
My boyfriend and I just broke
up after two years. I found out
that he is dating someone new.
I don't get how he got over me
so fast. I still can't get him off
my mind, and he has already
forgotten about me. Should I
be dating someone too? Am I
holding on to false hope of us
getting back together?
From, Hurt
Dear Hurt,
Don't rush into anything
you might not be ready for.
Relationships are a lot of
work and can take a lot out
of a person. People deal with
things differently, so his dating
someone new can be a way to
heal from what he is missing
or had with you. I suggest
having a fun night with your
girlfriends. Get everything off
your chest and have a night full
of things that you love doing.
Guys come and go, but your
friends will always be there for
you.
Need Advice?Contact "Dear
Warrior" at dear_warrior01@
yahoo.com All people will
remain completely anonymous.
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Bare sidewalks year round
Lydia Oglesby
WINONAN
For students living off
campus, a walk to school on icy
sidewalks can be a treacherous
endeavor. On days when a
fresh dusting of snow obscures
the icy spots, a students' only
way to anticipate ice is to
watch the people walking a few
yards ahead. One might notice
another student walking toward
her who experiences a loss
of balance, demonstrated by
cheeks puffing with air, flailing
hands, and the uttering of a
few obscenities. Sometimes
walking to school can seem like
watching a slapstick comedy
routine, but it's not so funny
anymore when you're the one
whose wincing and rubbing
your tailbone after a hard fall.
Diane Palm, Director of
Student Health Services at
Winona State says one or two

students come in with injuries
caused by slipping on the ice
every day. She says students
commonly fall on their arm,
head, or backside. Many of
those students have been sent
out to get x-rays, but Palm has
not heard of any fractures or
serious injuries yet this winter.
The students who come in
have fallen on sidewalks in off
campus residential areas.
"People don't always do the
best job shoveling or salting
their sidewalks, but once you
get to campus, it's great," Palm
said.
Clean sidewalks are thanks
in part to building maintenance
supervisor, Tony Bronk, and
the eight people who make up
the snow removal team.
"They are the heart of the
crew," Bronk said. "These are
the people who are out there at
three in the morning."
Beyond the snow removal

team, everyone in maintenance
has been assigned specific
staircases and building
entrances that they are
responsible for clearing down
to a bare pavement.
When Bronk started working
at Winona State 28 years ago,
the goal was to have a level
base of no more than two to
three inches of snow on the
sidewalk. That's not the case
anymore. Bare sidewalks are
now the goal.
So, the next itme you're
walking through campus on a
snowy day and your feet aren't
frozen and your socks aren't
soked, take a moment moment
to appriciate the clean sidewalks
and stairways.
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Questions or comments
contact Lydia at
LCOglesb3075@winona.edu
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Warriors post season-best score at U of M
Justin Magill
WINONAN
As a season progresses,
teams are expected to see improvements.. Ask Winona State
University gymnastics coach
Beckie Rolbiecki if she thinks
her team has improved and she
will give an enthusiastic, 'Oh
yeah.'
Rolbiecki continues to be
impressed by this year's squad,
which set a season-high score
of 186.375 at the Best of Minnesota meet, finishing second
to the University of Minnesota
(194.275).
"That was the most exciting meet of my life," Rolbiecki
said. "For us to go up there and
put those numbers up in that
.

environment was something."
Freshman Amanda Cotter
narrowly missed a school-record, scoring a 9.6 on the beam,
missing the record by .050.
What excited Rolbiecki the
most was the composure of her
young team in front of thousands of fans at the UM Sports
Pavillion.
"I thought we went in there
and competed like an upperclassmen team," Rolbiecki
said. "It said something to me
to see them compete like that in
front of all those people."
Melissa Baudhuin competed
in only her second all-around
competition on Saturday, finishing fourth.
Baudhuin has been battling
tendonitis all season and has
been unable to compete in the

all-around competition until for us," Rolbiecki said. "She
now, but showed that she does did a phenomenal job in her first
well when it matters the most.
all-around collegiate meet."
"She's been physically beat
WSU beat UW-Eau Claire
up all season, so we've backed 179.274-175.400, as WSU got
off on some events," Rolbiecki wins from Alexandra Nugent
said. "But she sure rises to the in the vault (9.375), Cotter on
occasion when we let her go."
the bars (9.075), and BaudAt UW-Eau Claire, Baudhuin huin in the beam (9.350), the
won the beam and the floor and floor (9.325) and the all-around
took third in the vault to help (36.075).
her take the all-around with a
Nugent was right behind
score of 36.075.
Baudhuin in the
She had a setall-around, scoring
back on bars,
35.550 as she mainplacing 10th, but
tained her steady
according to. Rollevel of competition
biecki, was able to
this season.
maintain a level"It Was a nailhead to win.
biting meet for us
"She was rough
because we didn't
on the bars but was
start off as well on
Cotter
able to pull through
the floor as we ex-

pected," Rolbiecki said. "We
were able to come through
once again on the beam, taking
the top six spots."
The beam is typically one of
the hardest events for athletes
to do well on, but WSU has
shined in the event this year.
"It's been one of our strongest events all year," Rolbiecki
said. "It's a credit to the girls
for working hard on them."
WSU will have its first home
meet since Jan. 17 when it takes
on UW-Whitewater on Sunday.
The Warriors have won their
only two home meets this season and look forward to staying
home this weekend.
"It will be nice to be home
for a change," Rolbiecki said.
"It's time to put on a show for
our own fans."

WSU Men, Women pick up first wins of season
Matt Huss
WINONAN

While WSU as a team didn't
surrender a set, Williams didn't
even lose a game, sweeping his
opponent 6-0, 6-0.
Neither Gage Davidson nor
"Going into Lewis, we kind
Zach Williams could remember of thought they'd be a little
being a part of such a dominat- tougher," Williams said. "We
ing performance.
heard about them and saw their
The Winona State University scores online, so we were kind
men's tennis team picked up its of mentally like, 'All right,
first win of the season Saturday, they're going to be a tough
beating Lewis (Ill.) 9-0 without team, so we have to come out
even dropping a set.
swinging.' We did, and we did
"I don't really remember do- pretty well, but I don't think
ing that before," said Davidson, I've ever beaten a guy 6-0, 6-0
a junior who won
before."
his No. 1 singles
The next day, in
match 6-0, 6-2. "I
WSU's 8-1 victory
was very surprised
over MSU-Mankawe killed them like
to, Williams accomthat."
plished something
Warriors
The
else he hadn't done
through
cruised
before.
doubles play, and
Williams defeatAaron Lentz (6-1,
Willi ams
ed the Mavericks'
6-0), Stuart Booth
John Julian, who
(6-0, 6-4) and Taylor Rens (7- defeated the WSU senior twice
5, 6-1) had little trouble in their last season without dropping a
singles matches. Freshman Tan- set. This time around, however,
ner Bishop won by default.
after dropping the first set 7-5,
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Williams stormed back to defeat the MSU sophomore 6-3
in the second set before sealing
the victory with a 10-8 win in
the tiebreaker.
"Last year I got beat by him
twice — he just kind of handled
me," Williams said. "This year
I looked online and knew I was
going to play him again, and
I was just mentally psyched.
Last year our guys said that
he's (MSU's) true No. 1 player,
so I just wanted to beat this guy
to show Mankato that we're the
real thing and if they try to put
their No. 1 guy down at No. 3,
we can still beat them."
Williams also teamed up
with Booth and recorded an
8-1 victory in No. 2 doubles.
Davidson and Lentz at No. 1
doubles, and Bishop and Rens
at No. 3 doubles, also won by
the same score.
Davidson (6-4, 6-1), Lentz
(6-1, 6-2), Rens (6-1, 6-2) and
Bishop (7-6 (10-6) 7-5) also recorded singles victories.
"(The wins) give us a lot of

confidence," WSU coach Rick cee had already won the first
Bonner said. "Confidence is set 6-0," WSU coach Megan
definitely a huge weapon. If Hertz said, referring to Moore,
you step on the court
who won 6-0, 6with confidence,
2. "When we got
that's like stepping
done we said,
on the court with a
`Kaycee, you just
big serve or anything
won the match for
else; it's just another
us, did you know
tool in your bag that
that?' And she's
you can pull out."
like, 'Oh, my God.
The WSU wornThank God you
en's team also picked
guys didn't tell me
Day idson
up its first win of the
that before.'"
season Saturday against Lewis,
Moore and Zinter won again
defeating the Flyers 5-4.
at No. 3 doubles (8-3) Sunday
Holly Peltier and Erika in the Warriors' 5-4 loss to
Richae won their No. 2 doubles MSU-Mankato. Heather Pierce
match 8-3, and Peltier also won and Mary Hesterman each reher No. 5 singles match 6-4, 6- corded singles victories along
4.
with teaming up for a 8-3 vicKaycee Moore and Court- tory in No. 1 doubles.
ney Zinter won No. 3 doubles
Pierce won No. 1 singles 68-1 and, with the entire match 2, 6-3, and Hesterman won No.
on the line, Moore won her first 2 singles 6-4, 7-5.
collegiate singles match to give
"I seriously think that if we
the Warriors the victory.
were to play them the next day,
"Kaycee was our last match we'd come out on top," Hertz
to determine the (team) match, said.
but once we were at 4-4, Kay-

Warriors split two tough games on road
Adam Stanek
WINONAN

However, crucial mistakes
late turned a five-point WSU
lead into a four-point deficit goTwo big road games last ing into halftime.
weekend proved to challenge
"Defensively, we took away
the Winona State University their 3-point shooting, but we
women's basketball team in didn't take away their drives,"
more ways than one.
WSU coach Scott Ballard said.
The Warriors faced off "It was how I felt like in the
against the No. 8last few minutes of
ranked team in the
the first half — we
North Central Rewent from five up
gion, Wayne State
to four down."
(Neb.), on Friday
WSU managed
and Southwest Minto shoot slightly
nesota State on Satbetter in the second
. urday.
half but the defense
On Friday, the
wasn't able to slow
Warriors faced some
down the Wildcats'
Steffen
tough problems
48 percent shootshooting the basketing, and Wayne
ball, as they were only able to went on to win 68-62, ending
shoot 33 percent from the field. the Warriors' three-game winThat wasn't the only prob- ning streak.
lem.
The Wildcats were able to
WSU was without backup draw an amazing six threecenter Bonnie Bjorke, who is point plays in the game.
one of the Warriors' best defenLeading the Warriors in scorsive players.
ing was Jenny Steffen with 20
WSU, despite shooting only points on 8-of-19 shooting and
29 percent in the first half, was 3-of-9 from 3-point range.
able to keep the game close by
The Warriors faced similar
going 11-for-11 from the free- problems in the next game at
throw line.
SMSU.
WSU shot only 26 percent
from the field in the first half,
but because of its tough defense, kept the Mustangs to
24 percent shooting.
The Warriors had an 18-15
lead going into halftime.
In the second half, WSU
ran into some trouble, as
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
SMSU was able to get a three& SALES
point lead on the Warriors
Main St & Broadway with just over three minutes
remaining in the game.
A Great Place To Live!
"For as poorly as we
played
in the first 37 minutes
Tenants Trust!
of the game, we did some really good things in the last
three minutes," Ballard said.
That should be a sign for
how the last three minutes
www.greatrivermanagement.com went for WSU.
The Warriors managed to
email: grms@hbci.com
outscore the Mustangs by 13
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Andrew Lin k/WINONAN
WSU's Kayleigh Lutz tries to get by a defender during a Warriors game earlier this season.
WSU split two games on the road this weekend.

points in the final three minutes shooting and adding nine rebounds and four steals.
to win 50-40.
WSU (18-7, 8-6) is currently
"It was imperative that we
in
a three-way tie for fourth
won on Saturday after losing
place in the Northon Friday," Ballard
ern Sun Intercollesaid. "We took care
giate
Conference
of the basketball and
with
MSU-Moorwe had 15 offenhead and Bemidji
sive rebounds in the
State.
game."
•WSU is close
Amanda Reimer
to being ranked in
had a big game for
the North Central
the Warriors, scoring
imer
Re
Regional rankings
12 points on 5-of-9

but need to pick up some big
wins in the next few weeks to
break into the rankings.
The Warriors have a chance,
as they take on No. 7-ranked
Concordia-St. Paul on Friday
and then take on MSU-Moorhead on Saturday.
If the Warriors can pick up
two wins over the weekend,
they have a better chance of
hosting a first-round game in
the NSIC tournament.
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WSU dominates on road; Smith nears milestone
streak: phenomenal.
In Friday's 82-60 win over
Wayne State (Neb.), Smith had
20 points on 8-of-13 shooting,
John Smith had no idea how
five
rebounds and three assists,
many points he needed.
but
it
was Jonte Flowers who
Late in the Winona State
stole the show early on.
University men's basketball
After missing his first three
team's 72-54 victory at Southshots
and going scoreless over
west Minnesota State on Satthe opening 4:24 of the game,
urday, the senior center wasn't
the senior guard pulled down
even sure how many points he
an offensive board and folactually had.
lowed
with a dunk. From there,
It turns out that the AllFlowers made seven of his next
American got pulled from the
eight shots, finishing with 20
blowout just in time, leaving
first-half
points and leading the
the floor just two points shy
Warriors
to a comfortable 50of tying David Zellmann's all33 halftime lead.
time career scoring mark — a
Wayne scored the first five
record he'll have a prime oppoints
of the second half to pull
portunity to break back home
within 12, but Travis Whipple
at McCown Gymnasium this
connected on a 3-pointer, sparking a 14-2 Warriors run over the
next 3:30.
Flowers finished with 26
points on 11-of-15 shooting, 12
rebounds, four assists and two
steals.
Curtrel Robinson scored
10 points, and Whipple, who
opened the game with a 3pointer, went 3 for 5 from beyond the arc in adding nine
points for WSU, which shot 50
percent from the field (29-for58) and 43.5 percent from 3point range (10-for-23).
Jonathan Thomas, who
scored 24 points on 11-of-18
shooting in WSU's 80-46 win
over the Wildcats at McCown
on Jan. 5, led Wayne with 14
points on 6-of-7 shooting. Jamar Diggs scored 14 points and
added six assists, and Bryce
Caldwell scored 13 points on
5-of-15 shooting.
%."%;/•.*,:mw''
While WSU never trailed
in the blowout victory over
Wayne, it was tested early by
SMSU the next night.
The Warriors opened the
game on an 11-2 run, capped by
a jumper in the paint by Smith.
Andrew Link/WINONAN
SMSU followed with a 7-0 run
WSU's Bryce Welch lays up a shot as teammate Matt Smith,
to
pull to within two points, but
left, watches during a home game earlier this season at McWSU answered with a 9-0 run,
Cown Gymnasium.
weekend.
"I knew I needed 27 or
something — I've heard different numbers," Smith said. "Obviously, it would be nice to get
it at home."
Did WSU coach Mike Leaf
consciously pull his star center
to ensure the record be broken
at home?
"That's all him," Smith
laughed. "I think he played me
like he would have played me
in any game."
Over the weekend, Smith
and the Warriors played like
they've been playing during
every game of their 18-game
overall winning streak and 44game Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference winning

Matt Huss
WINONAN
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Smith led all scorers with
capped by a Smith free throw.
The Mustangs, who trailed 24 points on 8-of-11 shooting
29-24 at halftime despite shoot- to go along with six rebounds,
ing just 21.4 percent from the four blocks, a steal and an asfield, made their first three sist. David Johnson added 12
shots of the second half, break- points on .4-of-9 shooting.
Flowers had 12 points, four
ing off a 7-0 run to take a 31-29
lead on a Kevin Andrews steal rebounds, four assists, four
steals and two blocks.
and layup.
The three-time defending
Like they've done so many
times this season, the No. 3- NSIC defensive player of the
year also played a big role in
ranked Warriors responded.
WSU made nine of its next shutting down SMSU's dynamic duo of Matt
10 shots, going on
iwoWinga
Fletcher and Travis
a 24-6 run over the
Krenske, who have
next 6:34, capped
combined to average
by two Smith free
26.7 points per game
throws, to take a
this season but were
53-37 lead.
held to 16 points
The Warriors,
on 5-of-16 shooting
who shot 55.2
against the NSIC's
percent (16-forNo. 1 defense.
29) in the second
Smi th
Flowers passed
half, pushed their
lead to as many as 20 points current WSU assistant coach
and never led by fewer than 12 and former Warrior Tom Brown
for No. 10 all-time on the career
the rest of the way.
"A lot of times, the road scoring list earlier this season.
Smith, the NSIC leader in
crowd pumps us up," Smith
said. "We're used to playing in scoring (18.3), rebounding
front of our crowd, and obvi- (8.8) and blocks (3.04), will
ously they help us out, but hav- have two games in which to
ing somebody rooting against score two points this weekend.
you and ticking you off a little WSU (25-1, 14-0) hosts Conbit gives you a little more mo- cordia-St. Paul on Friday and
tivation."
MSU-Moorhead on Saturday.
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Freshman phenom Michelle Potter
POTTER: It brings back
Eds. note: This week, the Winonan's Justin Magill sat down a lot of earlier memories of
and chatted with Winona State learning how to throw. We nevUniversity track and field team er had the weight throw in high
freshman phenom Michelle school, so this has been a learnPotter, a product of Winona ing experience.
WINONAN: You are from
Senior High School who won
the 2007 Minnesota state high Stockton, Minn., which is 10
school title in the discus and is minutes from Winona. Was
bringing a load of confidence WSU your first choice?
POTTER: It was between
to this year 's WSU track and
WSU and the Unifield squad.
versity of WisconWINONAN:
sin-Superior. I deYou won state last
cided to go to WSU
year in the discus,
because I want
what was that expeto go to nationals
rience like?
and I believe my
POTTER: It was
best shot to do it is
crazy. I never exhere.
pected to go to state,
WINONAN:
so the win was rePo tter
WSU coach Mason
ally sweet.
WINONAN: What is the Rebarcheck said that he has one
difference between a state of the best throwing coaches in
high school meet and a college the country on his side in Mike
Turgeon. What does he do to
meet?
POTTER: In high school make his athletes better?
POTTER: He coaches each
there are different levels of
person
in a way that they will
competition. In college everyone is good and I like it a lot be successful. Each person
has been coached differently in
better.
WINONAN: In high school, high school, so he takes certain
you don't have indoor meets, so things from that particular style
how did your first career indoor to make us all better.
WINONAN: What are some
meet go?
POTTER: Well, we prac- bad things about being so close
ticed indoors so far all season, to home?
POTTER: The only thing
so I'm used to it. The one thing
that is different is the noise. is I only hang out with people I
Everyone is in one area and it know from town.
WINONAN: Your best
gets loud. I am at the point now
where I love throwing when event is the discus, but you
there's a lot of noise. I don't can't do that right now in the
know how I would do if there indoor season. Are you itching
to start that again?
isn't any noise going on.
POTTER: That is my best
WINONAN: As a freshman,
did you have to go through any event, and I am looking forward
of the famous initiations that to getting back to the discus.
WINONAN: What is a typiwe hear about?
POTTER: Nope. I didn't cal day like in the life of Michelle Potter?
have to do any of that.
POTTER: (Laughing) Well,
WINONAN: You had to
learn a whole new event in col- I start off getting some breakfast. Usually a bagel, mushlege, what has that been like?

room and cheese omelets —
got to have some sort of meat
in my breakfast. From there I
go to class and practice. I will
shower if I get some time and
from there I study the rest of
the night.
WINONAN: It's kind of
cool how they cook omelets
right in front of you isn't it?
POTTER: Yeah, it's sweet,
but I wish I could cook them on
my own.
WINONAN: So you enjoy
cooking?
POTTER: (Laughs) I never
used to cook in high school, but
I do enjoy it now.
WINONAN: Do upperclassmen make you come over
and cook for them during the
week?
POTTER: No, they don't
do anything like that.
WINONAN: Anything else
that you would want readers
of the Winonan to know about
you?
POTTER: Yeah; I'm good!
WSU traveled to Stevens
Point, Wis., and took fourth
place in an 11-team field, scoring 100 points.
The Warriors got three victories at the Eastbay-Pointer
Invitational, which included
Kale Johnson in the high-jump
with a height of 1.60m, Allie
Glasbrenner in the 3,000-meter run with a time of 10:48.48,
and Emily Asuncion in the 55meter hurdles in 8.66 seconds.
WSU will take their No.5 ranking and travel to UWWhitewater to compete in the
Warhawk Classic this weekend.
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Points needed by WSU senior center John Smith
o tie David Zellmann's all-time program scoring record
of 2,059 Zellmann broke the record two seasons ago,
Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference ranking
1
for Smith in scoring (18.3), rebounding (8.8) and blocks
(3.04).

12 Consecutive oppoenents the WSU men's team has
seven of which scored
held to less than 70 points
less than 60 points against the No 3-ranked Warriors.
17 NCAA Division II ranking in both scoring defense
(62.8) and scoring offense (84.2) for the WSU men's
team.
oss record of Bentley
ranked men's team in NCAA Division II, over the
ons. At 20-0,, the Falcons ledilndefeated Cirand
Valley State (24-0) by two first-place votes and oy
votes in the latest NAI3C,4)-II coaches' poll.

899 Points allowed by the women s
play this season
the lowest points-4
conference. WSU's 60.3 points pe r
all Eames also ranks first in the
scoring; margin of +12.7 trails only No 5-ra
cordia-St. Paul

.883 NSIC-leading free-throw percentage of WS
nior Jenny Steffen, who also ranks No. 12 in the
In fact, Steffen's charity-stripe percentage is the
women's or men's total in the NSIC.

.791 Division II-leading free-throw percentage for the
WSU women's team as a whole.

3
Reach Justin at JMagill06@
winona. edu

Warrior women ranked in the top 15 in the NSIC
for both 3-pointers made and 3-point shooting percentage. Steffen (fifth-ranked percentage, fi lth-ranked
3-pointers made), Kelsey Homewood (fourth. 12th) and
Ana Wurtz (15th, eighth) made both lists for WSU.
%*NX \A'ait\,\UVV
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Courtney Zinter and the Warriors look
to win their fourth straight NSIC title

ennis: Warriorsdominate

Hpops: W.31.1 rolls on road; Smith nearing career scoringoriecord
Women's Hoo s:VVarriors still in hunt to host NSIC tournament game
Gymnastics: WSU posts

best score at Best of Minnesota meet

Get to Know the Warriors: Freshman throwing phenom Michelle Potter
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